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Primary School
Dear Parents and Guardians,
As part of the ‘Reporting to Parents Package’ throughout the year Parent-Teacher-Student interviews for
Years 1 to 6 will begin over the next few weeks and continue for the remainder of Term 1.
The interviews are a valuable aspect of the Reporting process and will involve a serious discussion about
your child’s progress and any concerns you may have. It is essential that each student sets an achievable
goal or goals in an area of their learning for the remainder of Semester 1.
The students in Kindergarten and Pre-primary will also be involved in the reporting process and will take
Portfolios home at the end of Term 1. The Portfolios contain work samples of students’ learning and are
accompanied by detailed, annotated assessment rubrics.
As a parent/guardian, please ensure you attend the Parent-Teacher-Student interviews and take time to sit
with your Early Childhood child to view and reflect on their portfolio.
This newsletter contains information about our Specialist Teachers, the Sustainability programme that
includes Waste Free Wednesday, Science activities in Year 4.1, an excellent example of Year 1 writing and
‘What makes our school great’ by Year 6.
The coming events include:


House Swimming Carnival: Thursday 7 March



Hula Hoop Incursion: Friday 8 March



City of Stirling Waste Education Incursion: Monday 18 March



Year 5 Class Assembly: Friday 22 March



Greek Independence Day: Tuesday 26 March



Year 6 Grip Leadership: Wednesday 27 March

Thank you
Wayne Cronin
Head of Primary
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SPECIALIST TEACHERS

ment, and creative composition.
Performance
FEATURING ART:
work
and
hands-on
learning
is
supplemented
Mrs Tipper teaches Art in the Primary School from
with theoretical and reYears 1 to 6 and welcomes everyone to the Art
flective activities, giving
room .
each child a chance to
All classes are in full swing with wonderful creasucceed even if they do
tions being made by all students. Self portraits are a not consider themselves
favourite with the year one class followed by Dino- musicians.
saurs, Australian Flora and Fauna, African and InIn addition to classroom
donesian Art and Greek Pottery by the Year 6 comusic lessons, students also have the opportunity
hort. Beautiful drawings, collages, masks, batik and
to audition for the school choir or band, and private
3D bird forms will be created by our amazing stuinstrumental lessons are also on offer.
dents throughout the term.
Mrs Tipper also provide an
Art Enrichment programme which is being
held from Week 4 in the
Primary Art Room on
Tuesday’s after school
from 3.15-4.15pm. This
will run for 6 weeks each
Tuesday until Week 9. Feel
free to enquire regarding
this wonderful after school
activity.

FEATURING INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC:
Students are able to audition for the school band
under the direction of Mr John Sandosham. The
school band comprises an accomplished group of musicians from Years 3 to 6 and
they perform regularly at functions and assemblies throughout the year.

Happy Art making!!
FEATURING PHYSICAL EDUCATION:
In Primary School Physical Education the Students
learn through movement
in a range of settings. They
experience fundamental
movement through structured movement activities.
This establishes an awareness of body movements
and abilities across a range
of sports and carnivals including swimming running, basketball, cricket,
soccer, netball, European handball, athletics and
cross country.

In addition, Mr Sandosham is
able to teach a variety of musical instruments that include
keyboard, guitar, drums, clarinet and violin each Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday.
If your child is interested in
learning to play an instrument
John can be contacted on 0412 375 576 or by email
at: jsandosham@yahoo.com.au
FEATURING PIANO & KEYBOARD:
Ms Marie Sengulin teaches piano and keyboard
from the Greek Dance room every Monday and
Tuesday.

Ms Sengulin conducts
an excellent programme
and has a growing number of students who are
keen and easily motivated. Some of the students have been taking
FEATURING MUSIC:
piano lessons with her
Our primary school music lessons are in full swing for over ten years.
for the new school year! Students from Pre-Primary
to Year 6 attend a 45 minute music lesson once per If your child wishes to
week with Miss Trevisan, in which they practise a learn piano, Ms Senguwide range of skills and processes including sing- lin can be contacted on
ing, instrumental performance, dance and move- 0413 066 478.
(08) 9376 5850
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HEADING

WHAT MAKES ST. ANDREW’S
GRAMMAR UNIQUE?

St. Andrew’s Grammar means so much to me, I am
growing up in such a friendly environment with
TEXT
outstanding teachers and friends. Since day one
St. Andrew’s Grammar is an amazing school bethey have always motivated me to do my very best.
cause the community is very nice and caring.
This school is unique because it is like a great big
St. Andrew’s is a multicultural school; therefore,
mighty family who always support and love one aneveryone is very respectful of each other’s culture. other. I have amazing friends here that always supIn our class alone, there are seventeen different
port me.
countries! We all celebrate our different cultures
We have unique cultures that shine throughout the
on Harmony Day, which is on the 21st of March.
school, we are all so lucky to have a school like St.
St. Andrew’s Grammar also has amazing teachers Andrew’s Grammar
who work so hard to plan our great incursions and where you build up your
excursions, which are alconfidence and pride eveways extremely exciting,
ry day.
particularly the Year 6
I have seen many school
camp. St. Andrew’s Gramand none of them were as
mar also participates in
warming as St. Andrew’s
many IPSHA Carnivals,
Grammar. I will always
such as basketball, swimremember St. Andrews
ming, running and a lot
Grammar as it was defimore.
nitely one of my golden
St. Andrew’s is very friendly
memories that will never
and welcoming, and above
ever fade away.
all, St. Andrew’s is a very
safe environment.
By Daniella Landa Year 6
By Annie Tran Y ear 6

St. Andrew’s Grammar is a fantastic school with
friendly teachers and a supportive community.
St. Andrew’s Grammar is an amazing school! The Everyone is friendly and we enjoy celebrating
Greek culture.
staff and peers are very kind, caring and lots of
Over the seven years I’ve been here I’ve done some
fun. The environment is safe and engaging which amazing things including IPSHA Cross Country,
IPSHA Winter Carnival and soon the IPSHA Basmakes it perfect place for learning. We have so
ketball event, which I am really looking forward
many fantastic and funny incursions, great excur- to. In St. Andrew’s Grammar there is no bullying
and any problems get solved almost straight
sions, amazing projects and fun science lessons
away. We always have exciting incursions and exwhere’s we do magnificent experiments. We also
cursions for example last year we went to see
attend IPSHA carnivals like the, Winter Carnival, Aladdin and the Nutcracker ballet with the whole
class and the other years, it was an amazing expethe Basketball Carnival and the IPSHA Cross
rience.
Country.
St Andrew’s Grammar is also a safe and friendly
St. Andrew’s Grammar, showcases the Greek Or- community with plenty of friendly people and
families. We celebrate many events like Anzac
thodox religion and we celebrate all our differences on Harmony Day. All of the school take part Day, Harmony day and
Chinese New Year bein Greek Week which is organised by our terrific
Greek Studies Teachers. Also to celebrate our love cause we are a multiculfor our school, on the school’s name-day, which is tural school with lots of
on the 30th of November, we attend a whole school different nationalities.
In my class we have sevchurch service and then
enteen different nationalwe do Greek Dances for all
ities. We always do fun
to see. We also go to watch
activities like the disco
amazing plays. For examwith Yr5s and Yr6s as
ple, last year we went to
well as having exciting
see Aladdin, The Nutlessons. In the school we
cracker and the year behave lots of great play
fore we went to the Perth
equipment and it keeps
Convention Centre to
getting better and better
watch the amazing year
as the years go on.
sixes do their fantastic
dances!
By Ayden Casson Year 6
By: Alexandra Zafiropoulos Year 6
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SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAMME

WASTE FREE WEDNESDAY
At the House assembly on Wednesday 27 February
the Year 2.1 and Year 3 classes were announced the
winners of the first Waste Free recess and lunch for
2019.

The two classes will share the Waste Free trophy
over the next two weeks and will also receive a platter of healthy food from the canteen to share during
There is a comprehensive Sustainability pro- Crunch & Sip.
gramme operating in the school that includes recyDuring the assembly the Waste Free Wednesday
cling, Waste Free Wednesday and vegetable garcoordinator, Mrs Emmelhainz, announced the windens.
ners of the Waste Free Wednesday poster and colAll good quality, used white paper and cardboard ouring-in competition. This was a fun way to proare collected weekly by student monitors and recy- mote Waste Free Wednesday and encourage students to bring a waste free morning tea and lunch
cled through a private contractor.
at least once a week.
Mobile phones, batteries, ring-pulls, stamps and
reading glasses are also collected and sent to reputable firms for reuse. Students who make the effort
to bring any of these items to school for recycling
are rewarded at the fortnightly House assemblies.
Once a week there is Waste Free Wednesday where
students are encouraged to bring a ‘waste free’
lunch. The number of students who bring a ‘waste
free’ lunch are recorded and the winning class receives a healthy platter for Crunch and Sip.
There are also vegetable gardens in the Early Childhood area and near the basketball courts that flourish after the first rains and when the weather is
cooler.
In addition, The Day of Trees is celebrated every
year and the students in Years 4 to 6 are involved in
planting shrubs and trees around the school.
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SCIENCE IN YEAR 4.1

The Lego model was earthquake resistant because it did
not collapse during all three tests. Architects must build
Under the guidance and direction of Mrs Sinagra, the a strong and flat base with wide levels that won’t sway.
Year 4.1 students have been involved in a very exciting Use a light material so that it can sway and not collapse
science investigation entitled: ‘Shake, Rattle and Roll’.
due to heavy weight.
During the lesson the students had to construct models
CONCLUSION:
of office towers using wooden blocks and Lego and then
Both remained sturdy in the mild earthquake. My precreate three levels of ’earthquake pressure’ to compare
diction was right because the Lego building stayed tothe sturdiness of their models.
gether in the moderate earthquake. But the wooden one
Emmy Truong’s excellent Science Report is outlined swayed a lot in the moderate earthquake. In the severe
below:
earthquake the Lego one swayed but didn’t collapse. The
INTRODUCTION: Construct two models of office towers wooden one collapsed but one piece stayed.
using wooden blocks and Lego and create three levels of
an earthquake to compare the sturdiness of each
HYPOTHESIS: I predict that the Lego one will stay up
because it has the connecting part while the wooden one
will fall down because the blocks are going to slide and
it will be a really big mess. I think they will both fall on
the severe earthquake.
MATERIALS:

Wooden blocks



Lego
Plastic trays

VARIABLES:

The same amount of pieces



Start and stop shaking at the same time
The same shaker



Build the exact same tower each time

METHOD:

Place tray on a flat surface

Collect an equal amount of wooden and Lego
sticks

Create office tower on tray




Test mild earthquake
Rebuild the sam tower
Test moderate earthquake by medium shaking





Repeat step 5
Test severe earthquake by rigorous shaking
Repeat steps 1 to 8 for second tower

RESULTS:
Wooden Model:
Mild Earthquake: It stayed together but slowly pulled
apart.
Moderate Earthquake: The building pulled apart.
Severe Earthquake: It was sliding and then it collapsed
on one side.
Lego Model:
Mild Earthquake: It didn’t move at all.
Moderate Earthquake: It didn’t move at all.
Severe Earthquake: There was movement from the base.
DISCUSSION:
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CELEBRATING OUTSTANDING WRITING
At St. Andrew’s Grammar, well planned and excellently executed writing programmes begin in Kindergarten and
by the time students reach the end of their Pre-primary year many are writing well developed sentences and detailed recounts.
Once the students are in Year 1 they are encouraged to write almost every day, both in class and at home. Their
writing skills are further developed as they move through the Primary School and there is always a focus on developing sentence structure, vocabulary, punctuation, parts of speech and paragraphing.
To compliment writing, there is a comprehensive Assessment programme which establishes guidelines for future
planning and drives teaching and learning.
Below is an outstanding example of a Recount written by a Year 1 student for her teacher, Miss Pitsonis. This example clearly shows the development of writing so very early in the school year and also emphasises why our
NAPLAN results in Writing are very impressive. The 2018 NAPLAN results in Writing are outlined below for your
convenience.

MY FUN DAY By Emily Ren

This morning I went to the café. The café was called Pure South Dining. My sister Ella
drank a babyccino and I drank an apple juice. I ate hot cake with strawberry and whipped
cream.
I liked the hot cake but I did not like the whipped cream.
After breakfast I went to the museum. We looked at the dinosaurs. Then I went to see the
bugs. My favourite was the butterfly. Then I went to see the sea animals. My favourite was
the crabs because I like eating crabs.
We went to have chicken and chips with tomato sauce.
The chicken and chips was yummy.
I had a fun day.
NAPLAN RESULTS IN WRITING 2018:
YEAR 3


SCHOOL MEAN: 445



NATIONAL MEAN: 407



STATE MEAN: 400



SIMILAR SCHOOLS: Well above

YEAR 5


SCHOOL MEAN: 523



NATIONAL MEAN: 465



STATE MEAN: 460



SIMILAR SCHOOLS: Well above

